SOFTWARE ENGINEER INTERN

Posting ID: EM179113F3
Company: FileRight
Position Type: Part-Time
College Major(s): Computer Science (CS)

Company Website: https://www.fileright.com
Work Location: Henderson, NV
Salary: $15/hr
College Level(s): Undergraduate-Junior, Undergraduate-Senior

OVERVIEW
FileRight is a service that helps immigrants manage the immigration process. The core of the service is intelligent interviews that fill out paperwork automatically.

Roles and Responsibilities
Join the engineering team and help build new products. Use software skills to define product logic. Interface with legal team to clarify requirements. Work with core engineering team to determine if new core functionality is required, and define those requirements. Build new features into the core platform.

Education and Qualifications
Computer Science student. Experience with modern software engineering tools.

Preferred Skills
Software development in Java and/or Javascript. HTML/CSS.

How to Apply
Please submit resumes to: jonathan.nichols@formsdirect.net